
PLEATED BLINDS I More expressive than ever before
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The collection
For rooms with personality

Charismatic, inspiring and convincing: The new MHZ 

pleated blind collection impresses with fascinating 

eye-catchers, textile sophistication, outstanding 

sustainable qualities and a huge palette of colours.

Experience the two exclusive pattern lines "Beautiful 

Nature" and "Impressive Artwork". Magnificent 

motifs conjure up a slice of nature in your rooms or 

transform your windows into creative works of art.

Immerse yourself in the "Green Stories" from 

MHZ: Textiles that tell impressive stories about 

sustainability, responsibility and a green future – 

made from up to 100 percent recycled raw materials.

Do you love playing with colours? Then combine 

your desired pattern with a matching unicolour 

pleated blind or arrange your own personal colour 

combination. With 208 RAL shades available, there 

are hardly any limits to the imagination.

Look forward to a wide variety of structures and 

transparencies. On pleated blinds that present light, 

design space and – thanks to their sophisticated 

technology – bring along everything that 

distinguishes a flexibly adjustable sun protection.

Discover a collection full of extraordinary fabric 

characters. More expressive than ever before.

Image title
Model 11-8222, taut

with Maxi profi le and levelling device

Fabric MANOLYA, 3-4808

Installation Adhesive set

Model 11-8222, taut
with Maxi profi le and levelling device

Fabric DONNA 4-4914

Installation Adhesive set

Modell
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IRMA 4-4910 MELIKA 4-4921, 4-4922

SADAKO 4-4917, 4-4918 HANIBAL 4-4911, 4-4912

DONNA 4-4913, 4-4914LIBERTA 4-4915, 4-4916WALDO 4-4919, 4-4920, 4-4929, 
4-4930

Enchantingly natural living

The inspiration for the creation of the exquisite 

pattern line "Beautiful Nature" was the abundance 

of colours, shapes and patterns in fl ora and fauna. A 

total of seven motifs – from natural to abstract, from 

gentle to strong – capture the magic of nature and 

bring it directly into your home.

With a proud look, WALDO, the deer, shows its 

colourful geometric design and proves in impressive 

fashion that even traditional motifs can be 

interpreted in a trendy way. Experience the delicate 

hummingbirds of the LIBERTA pattern: Spreading 

the sweet scent of exotic fl owers with each beat of 

their wings, they seem to fl oat weightlessly in the 

air.

Wonderfully feminine and romantic – DONNA

celebrates life! Immerse yourself in the opulent 

fl oral splendour and be amazed by the spectacular 

charisma of this macro photo in a painting style. 

Imaginative and unagitated, IRMA combines 

delicate pastel colours, natural shapes and graceful 

graphic elements for a modern creation in the 

Scandi look.

With MELIKA, summer arrives and gives your 

rooms a fresh, carefree ambience. SADAKO and 

HANIBAL whisk you away to the multifaceted world 

of contrasts: While SADAKO presents itself in cool 

black and white tones, HANIBAL's leaf structures 

shine in the most vivid colours and provide for an 

aesthetic highlight with artistic fl air.
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WALDO
4-4919, 4-4920

WALDO
4-4929, 4-4930

Lure of the forest
Eye-catcher in a modern style

Geometric shapes, bright colours, traditional 

motif: WALDO completely reinterprets the king 

of the forest. Discover the refreshing symbiosis of 

tradition and contemporary design and experience 

the renaissance of a wonderful feeling: home.

WALDO can be positioned left or right and is 

available in two sizes. It is particularly beautiful 

in combination with plain blinds in white or a 

matching RAL shade.

Model 11-8145 with battery-operated radio motor

Fabric WALDO 4-4920, 4-4930; PRIMUS, A-4999

Installation Wall
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A composition of nature
Soft play of colours in Scandi style

Natural leaf motifs, organic lines and pastel ovals: 

Seemingly self-evident, the individual elements 

nestle against each other and unite to create an airy-

light pattern composition. With subtle freshness 

and Nordic serenity, IRMA makes your rooms shine 

and at the same time gives them peace and a 

particularly natural look.

The fabric looks typically Scandinavian in 

combination with grey, delicately tinted walls and 

the colour-matching home accessories.

Model 11-8130, chain operation

Fabric IRMA, 4-4910

Installation Wall
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The pattern picks up on the "urban gardening" 

trend and transforms your windows into a lush 

fl ower meadow: A wonderful way to present sun 

protection as a decorative highlight.

Simply enchanting how LIBERTA celebrates the interplay between 

hummingbird and fl ower! Fresh and lively in its charisma, this 

watercolour pleated blind enriches your rooms with its irresistibly 

exotic charm.

The motif is always placed at the top and is therefore visible even 

when the pleated blind is only half open.

Delicate summer dream
Your green oasis in the city

Hummingbird kisses flower
Little bird – big appearance

MELIKA – an exceptionally natural pattern that 

invites you to dream ... there is a humming and 

buzzing on the colourful summer meadow. The 

sun's rays caress your skin. The grass gently sways in 

the warm wind, while bees and butterfl ies feast on 

the fragrant fl owers ... welcome to your little oasis!

Model 11-8222, taut

Fabric MELIKA, 4-4922

Installation Adhesive set

Model 11-8222, taut with 
Maxi profi le and 
levelling device

Fabric LIBERTA, 4-4916

Installation Adhesive set
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Model 11-8222, taut
with Maxi profi le and levelling device

Fabric SADAKO, 4-4918

Installation Adhesive set

The poetry of cranes
Bearers of good tidings from heaven

Carried by the wind, the graceful cranes pass by 

the window – a sign of happiness and peace in 

Japanese culture. With SADAKO, a whole fl ock 

of these bearers of good tidings fl utters into your 

home. Its plain shades of grey underline modern 

furnishings in Asian or Scandinavian style.

The exclusive pattern comes into its own even more 

impressively as a large fl ock of birds across several 

windows. The motif is always positioned in the 

upper third of the blind and is available in two sizes.
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The three unique motifs of the exclusive pattern 

line "Impressive Artwork" blend into your home 

like textile works of art.

Sometimes colourful and energetic, sometimes 

discreet and reserved, they each exert their very 

own attraction and fi ll the room with sophisticated 

cosiness.

POLLOCK turns your windows into an aesthetic 

eye-catcher with experimental plays of colour. 

If you prefer a cheerful colour scheme and 

transparent look, you will immediately fall in love 

with ALIZA.

Cool and reduced – ARTAK makes a haptic 

statement with a Nordic touch with multi-layered 

dynamic brush strokes.

ARTAK 4-4907, 4-4908

ALIZA 4-4902 ALIZA 4-4903

ARTAK 4-4905, 4-4906

POLLOCK 4-4904

ALIZA 4-4901ALIZA 4-4900

Your art gallery on the window
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Model 11-8145, free-hanging

Fabric ARTAK, 4-4908

Installation Wall

Thanks to the high-quality digital print, the pattern is 
particularly brilliant and vivid.

Dynamic brush structures
The illusion of an abstract acrylic painting

Sweeping brushstrokes in striking black – ARTAK is 

powerful and lively and yet radiates a fascinating 

calmness. Due to the visible canvas structure and 

the special application of paint, the motif can 

almost be experienced haptically.

ARTAK is available in black and blue. The motif is 

positioned in the middle and available in two sizes, 

for small and large windows.

ARTAK
4-4905, 4-4906

ARTAK
4-4907, 4-4908
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Colourful, loud and spirited, POLLOCK ignites its 

magnificent firework of colours. Emotions break 

ground, boundaries merge, new things emerge. 

With a unique presence, it attracts attention and 

invites you to a wide variety of interpretations.

Whether on large or small window surfaces, as a 

single player or in an ensemble with RAL unicolours 

– POLLOCK makes a statement and gives the room 

expression and personality.

Model 11-8145, battery

Fabric POLLOCK, 4-4904, RAL 6017

Installation Wall

Intoxicated by colour
"Action Painting" design trend
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Model 11-8222, taut
with Maxi profile and levelling device

Fabric RAL 6018, 2007,4010, 1016, 4005

Installation Adhesive set

Colours bring rooms to life! Be inspired by our wide 

range of available RAL unicolours and compose 

your very own colour symphony – full of contagious 

joie de vivre and youthful temperament.

Whether in combination with a pleated blind motif 

or as a charming unicolour arrangement: With 208 

RAL shades available, you can give free rein to your 

ideas.

As colourful as life itself
Exciting contrasts and perfect harmony
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Discover 42 sustainable pleated fabrics made from 

up to 100 percent recycled material. Each of them 

with its very own "story".

They tell of Scottish fi shermen clearing the seabed 

of ocean plastic and of beaches where washed-up 

plastic is collected. They report on recycled fabric 

waste from the textile industry and disused PET 

bottles that are processed into yarns.

Sustainable stories that make our "Green Stories" 

what they are: high-quality textiles with a uniquely 

lively look – and the aspiration to make the world a 

little better every day.

Ecologically sustainable – timelessly aesthetic

Model 11-8222, taut

Fabric WILLOW, 2-4797, VARO, 2-4073 

Installation Adhesive set 

ALVARO

WILLOW

NEMO

JAMES

FELICITY

AURELIA

TRISTAN

LAVINIA

 STOFFE

ZARKO

MAGNUS

KIM

SEA-TEX

ELEONOR
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NAME XXXX

Textile finesse
Charming play with light and structure

ZARKO 3-4766

AMÉLIE 2-4709

SCARLETT 4-4723

SEA-TEX 3-4758 THIAGO 3-4792

MATILDA 4-4701

SALOMÉ 3-4814

WILLIAM 2-4771 JAMES 2-4779 LILIT 2-4740

Artful burnout fabrics, large jacquards and striking 

structures with knots, ribbons and thread loops 

make for sophisticated homely highlights and 

create exciting light refl ections in the room.
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Fine lines, natural colours: AURELIA impresses with elegant 

restraint with a slightly playful touch.

The new romanticism
Botanical impressions in retrained natural tones

Stylish and delicate, AURELIA presents the dance of 

the bird around the tempting flower – a fantastically 

romantic look with trendy graphic elements. The 

combination of beige and graphite grey blends 

timelessly and simply into various interior styles and 

spreads a touch of feminine elegance.

In the case of several windows, the pattern can 

either be placed identically or according to pattern 

repeat. In the picture, it was positioned the same 

everywhere.

Model 11-8222, taut

Fabric AURELIA, 3-4744

Installation Adhesive set
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Wide systems are equipped with two handles as standard and 

can therefore be operated comfortably.

3-48093-44693-4374 3-44093-48083-4818

Spring-fresh lightness
Good mood look in a striped design

As light and delicate as the first rays of sunshine 

in spring: MANOLYA bathes your rooms in a 

wonderfully warm light and makes them shine. A 

carefree, modern design that exudes pure joie de 

vivre and invites you to feel good. The transparency 

and bright colours create a generous sense of 

space and a beautiful connection to the outdoors.

MANOLYA is transparent and at the same time very 

intensively coloured. The lively effect is achieved by 

woven-in fleece ribbons. The levelling device in the 

hardware brings tension into the profile and keeps 

even wide systems exactly horizontal. For aesthetic 

reasons, even narrow systems in the same room can 

be equipped with the Maxi profile.

Model 11-8222, taut
with Maxi profile and levelling device

Fabric MANOLYA, 3-4818

Installation Adhesive set
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Adhesive set with side guiding: The pleated blind can be 

mounted directly on the window pane without drilling and 

screwing and remains dimensionally stable even when the 

windows are tilted.

Like a sea of abstract fl owers, the cheerful splashes 

of colour of the BONNIE pattern fall into line, 

seemingly merging with the outside world. A splash 

of colour that suits young living and provides a 

pretty eye-catcher.

The pattern is available in two trendy colours and 

looks great both solo and in combination with 

unicolour pleated blinds. Thanks to the Perlex 

coating on the back, the sun's rays are refl ected 

highly effectively.

Pretty in Pink
Colour impulse with youthful esprit

Model 11-8222, taut

Fabric BONNIE, 2-4826 

Installation Adhesive set with side guiding

2-4826 2-4807
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Model 11-8222, taut

Fabric STANLEY BO, 4-4842

Installation Adhesive set

Relax and enjoy the day
Soothing dimout even during the day

The fabric with rear coating darkens the room pleasantly.

Make your bedroom a place of peace and harmony. 

Dimout fabrics not only ensure pleasant lighting 

conditions, but also blend stylishly into the interior 

design. MHZ pleated blinds can also be used very 

well with narrow skylights.

In the collection you will find a high-quality 

selection of dimout fabrics in classic colours and 

different structures.
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Model 11-8222, taut; 11-8700, fixed

Fabric CARLOS, 3-4565

Installation Adhesive set with 11-8222; 11-8700 fastened with clips

Pleated blinds in special shapes
For different architectural challenges

From exclusive patterns to unusual weaving 

structures and sustainably produced textiles to 

blinds for special window shapes: MHZ is the 

specialist for the special! Therefore, all pleated 

blinds are made to measure and in many special 

shapes for you – whether in triangular, square, 

rectangular or trapezoidal form.

Your desired blind will be made to measure and 

individually manufactured. As a modern industrial 

manufacturer, we rely on the latest technologies, 

craftsmanship and a great deal of attention to detail.

CARLOS has a very natural and textile-like appearance. It is 

particularly densely woven and is suitable for use as aesthetic 

privacy protection for your home.
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Large windows provide plenty of natural light and 

a friendly atmosphere. However, too much light 

can also be disturbing – especially when working 

with monitors. A pleated blind not only makes your 

home office extremely homely, but also enables 

relaxed working without reflections, screwed-up 

eyes and headaches.

The pleated blind can be positioned as desired 

and quickly adjusted again. The high-quality Perlex 

coating on the rear of the blind ensures glare-free 

working.

MHZ pleated blinds are also an ideal glare protection solution 

for floor-to-ceiling windows and doors.

Glare-free working
Flexible solutions for home office, etc.

Model 11-8222, taut

Fabric TANOX, 2-4587, 2-4585, 2-4586

Installation Adhesive set
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Hardware colours

Mounting options for the freely movable model 11-8222

171 white 372 bronze 100 silver 650 anthracite

Selection of models:

11-7372

11-6422

11-7145

11-8130
11-8222

11-8823

11-6120

11-8710

11-8148

11-8550

670 black

In focus: Technical details

Ceiling systems are ideal for conservatories. The system can be operated either manually by the handle, by cord, crank or electric 

drive (24 V). Taut systems, such as the 11-8222 model here, are particularly fl exible because they can be moved freely from both 

above and below. The blind can be placed exactly where it is needed.

Mounting in the glazing bead 

with footplates.

Mounting with adhesive 

set (with and without side 

guiding) directly on the 

window pane without drilling 

and screwing, removable 

without leaving residues.

If it is not possible to mount 

in the glazing bead, e.g. if the 

glazing bead is very narrow, 

the glazing bead support 

can also be used for front 

installation mounting or an 

angle bracket (not shown) 

can be used on the window 

frame.

Mounting on the window 

frame with window clip or 

clamp bracket (not shown) 

without drilling and screwing.

Suitable solutions for every window and every requirement*

* More information can be found on our website – see back page of the brochure

Model 11-8222, taut 
11-6140 ceiling, electric drive 24V

Fabric SEA-TEX, 3-4758

Installation Adhesive set; ceiling 

MHZ pleated blinds blend into any architectural 

style. Depending on your wishes and the structural 

conditions, different models and operating variants 

are recommended. MHZ offers solutions for 

skylights and almost all special shapes as well as 

for classic windows and doors – in damp locations, 

bedrooms or as ceiling systems in the conservatory. 

In addition, our products are compatible with 

individual, smart control solutions: for example, 

PowerView, a fully automatically controllable 

solution that can be integrated into the building 

automation with Loxone. MHZ products can also be 

integrated into the control systems from Somfy and 

Mediola.
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MHZ Hachtel GmbH & Co. KG · Sindelfinger Strasse 21 · D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen · www.mhz.de

MHZ Hachtel & Co. Ges.m.b.H. · Laxenburger Str. 244 · A-1230 Vienna · www.mhz.at

MHZ Hachtel S.à.r.l. · 27, rue de Steinfort · L-8366 Hagen · www.mhz.lu

MHZ Hachtel & Co AG · Eichstrasse 10 · CH-8107 Buchs/Zurich · www.mhz.ch

ATES-Groupe MHZ · 1 B, rue Pégase - CS 20163 · F-67960 Entzheim · www.ates-mhz.com

MHZ Tecnología de Protección Solar S.L.U. · C/ Trafalgar 36, Loc. dcha. ·  www.mhz-iberia.es
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